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The resonance production in proton−proton collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV and 13 TeV have been
investigated using Pythia 8 event generator within the framework of microscopic processes like color
reconnection and rope hadronization. Specifically, the observable effects of different modes of color
reconnections on the ratio of yields of mesonic and baryonic resonances with respect to their stable
counterpart have been explored as a function of event activity. A suppression in the ratio is observed
as a function of number of multi-partonic interactions for mesonic resonances. The φ/K and φ/π
ratios show an enhancement for high multiplicity events due to enhanced production of strange
quarks via the microscopic process of rope hadronization in the partonic phase. The mechanism
of the hadronization of color ropes together with the QCD-based color reconnection of partons
predicted an enhancement in the ratio for baryonic resonances to non-resonance baryons having
similar quark content. The yield ratios of resonances are found to be independent of the collision
energy and strongly dependent on event activity.

I. INTRODUCTION

Proton-proton (p−p) collisions have been studied ex-
tensively as a reference for the study of medium-induced
phenomena in heavy ion collisions. However, recent
measurements performed in high multiplicity p−p and
proton-lead (p−Pb) collisions at LHC exhibited some fea-
tures like strangeness enhancement [1], long-range ridge-
like structure in near-side of two particle correlations [2],
and collectivity effects [3] which are similar to that ob-
served in heavy ion collisions. These interesting obser-
vations have triggered the investigation of collectivity-
driven features in small systems (like p−p) and is cur-
rently actively pursued. In high energy experiments
at RHIC and LHC, the bulk properties of the medium
formed due to collision of heavy ions have been widely
studied to comprehend the conditions of late hadronic
phase together with the effects of collective expansion
from initial stages. The hadronic resonances whose life-
time are shorter or comparable to the time scale for evo-
lution of the fireball are extremely sensitive to probe the
properties of the dense medium [4]. This might lead to
modifications in their production rate and characteris-
tic properties (such as in vacuo mass and width) due
to dynamical interactions with the surrounding matter.
The fraction of resonances that decays before the kinetic
freeze out (vanishing elastic interactions) are less likely
to be reconstructed due to elastic scattering of the decay
products with the surrounding medium known as the res-
onance re-scattering effect. Alternatively, the yield might
increase in the hadronic phase via interactions known as
resonance regeneration and can partially or fully com-
pensate the yield loss due to re-scattering effect. The
observation of suppression of the relative yield ratios of
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K∗0/K [6, 7] and Λ(1520)/Λ [8] with centrality was at-
tributed to the interplay of the medium-induced effects
in the hadronic phase. The EPOS model estimations
on hadronic resonances also described the suppression of
K∗0/K in central Pb−Pb collisions due to interactions
in the extended hadronic phase [9, 10]. However, recent
observation of suppression of K∗0/K in high multiplicity
p−p collisions [5] has triggered discussions regarding the
role of other microscopic mechanisms present in the par-
tonic phase. The p−p system due to its smallness is not
expected to have a medium or active hadronic phase to
account for the observed suppression. The study of such
small systems provide insights about the degree of simi-
larity of the hadronization process to the one present in
larger systems. They can shed light on the contributions
from initial partonic phase. Recently, the microscopic
processes like color reconnections and rope hadroniza-
tion were able to describe the observation of strangeness
enhancement [12, 13], near side long-range ridge-like cor-
relations [14], and flow-like effects [3] in p−p collisions
at LHC energies. In a recent study done in p−p colli-
sions using the Pythia 8 generator [15], the QCD-based
color reconnection mechanism was able to reproduce the
suppression trend in K∗0/K ratio as a function of event
activity [11]. Color reconnections refer to the mechanism
of formation of hadronizing strings between the outgoing
partons regardless of their formation history. The Pythia
8 model implements the mechanism on the basis of min-
imization of the total string potential energy stored in
these strings. The final outgoing partons generally tend
to get color correlated with the partons which are nearer
to them in momentum space resulting in minimizing the
string length. Consequently, the total potential energy
stored in these strings is also minimized. The details of
the CR mechanism can be found in Ref. [20, 21]. In
Pythia 8, the QCD-based color reconnection(CR((1)) al-
lows the formation of junctions where three color lines
join and can result in an enhancement of baryons. For
high multiplicity p−p collisions, it may happen that sev-
eral strings are very close to each other and can mutually
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interact among themselves to form color ropes. These
ropes have a larger effective string tension and are likely
to fragment into more strange quarks and diquarks which
leads to an enhanced production of baryons and strange
hadrons [17, 18]. The suppression of mesonic resonances
using Pythia 8 was attributed to the mechanism of QCD-
based color reconnection [11]. The color reconnections
lead to the formation of shorter string lengths which are
more likely to fragment into less massive particles. As
resonances are massive, there is a decrease in the reso-
nance to non-resonance ratio for high multiplicity events
where the effect of CR is more noticeable. In this work,
the study of resonance to non-resonance ratios has been
carried out to investigate the effects of color reconnec-
tions and rope hadronization on mesonic and baryonic
resonances using Pythia 8.

II. PYTHIA 8 SIMULATIONS

The study is based on 20 million events of inelastic p−p
collisions generated at

√
s = 7 TeV and 13 TeV each us-

ing Pythia 8 event generator. The Monash 2013 tune
[16] was used to simulate the events with multi-partonic
interactions (MPI), rope hadronization (RH) and two dif-
ferent modes of color reconnections (CR(0) and CR(1)).
The production of various mesonic resonances like K∗, φ,
η

′

, and ρ as well as the baryonic resonances like ∆+, Σ∗0,
and Ξ∗0, specifically the ratios of their yield to the yield
of their stable counterpart (having same quark content)
is studied as a function of event activity. The ratios of
the considered resonance particles with their stable coun-
terpart were obtained for |η| < 0.5 for different configura-
tions. The configurations involved various combinations
of the different modes of CR with (and without) the for-
mation of ropes. As the observed charged particle mul-
tiplicity is strongly correlated with the number of MPIs
(NMPI), the effect of various mechanisms on resonance
to non-resonance ratio is studied as a function of number
of MPI’s (or event activity). The observed variation with
respect to NMPI is expected to yield similar trend as a
function of charged particle multiplicity and is advanta-
geous as the predictions can be directly compared with
experimental results.

III. MESONIC RESONANCES

Figure 1 shows the yield ratios of K∗0/K, ρ0/π, η
′

/π
as a function of NMPI for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV

and 13 TeV. In the upper panel of Figure 1(a), the ra-
tio of K∗/K shows a gradual suppression for high multi-
plicity events for QCD-based color reconnection (CR(1))
when compared to the scenario where there is no color
reconnection or there is only MPI-based color reconnec-
tion(CR(0)). The values obtained after enabling rope
hadronization is similar to that of CR(1) and its effect
is not significant. The middle panel and the lower panel
compare the ratio for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV and

13 TeV. There is no effect of increasing the beam energy
on the ratios indicating that the suppression is compara-
ble for similar event activity. The suppression is similar
for both CR-off and CR(0) mode.The enabling of CR
leads to production of large number of shorter strings
and the effect is more pronounced for CR(1) scheme [11].
Therefore, the production of massive K∗0 is suppressed
compared to kaons in high multiplicity events as shorter
strings fragment to less massive particles. The forma-
tion of ropes in combination with the CR(1) gives simi-
lar suppression as RH leads to an enhanced production
of strange hadrons and baryons. The effect of RH is not
expected to be visible for K∗0/K as the quark content
is same for both the particles. We further investigated
the yield ratio of η

′

/π as a function of number of MPIs
for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV and 13 TeV in Figure

1 (b). Both of the considered particles in the ratio are

spin-0 particles with η
′

being the heavier one compared
to π. A similar trend like K∗0/K suppression is observed
which can be attributed to the production of pions being
favored more than η

′

due to formation and fragmentation
of shorter strings. The variation of ρ0/π with multiplicity
is shown in Figure 1(c). Surprisingly, a larger suppres-
sion in the yield ratio is observed for rope hadronization
in combination with CR(1) for high multiplicity events.
Since ρ0 is not a strange hadron, enabling RH further re-
duces its production in favor of other strange hadrons or
baryons in high multiplicity events. However, a similar
suppression was not seen for K∗0/K on enabling RH as
both the particles are strange hadrons. The yield ratios
of φ/K and φ/π have also been considered as a function
of event activity as illustrated in Figure 2 (a) and (b), re-
spectively. φ is a spin-1 resonance particle with relatively
longer life time. Although φ consists of ss̄ quarks, the
yield ratios are enhanced due to the production of more
strange (and anti-strange) quark pairs due to formation
of color ropes. The enhancement is more pronounced for
CR(1) in combination with rope hadronization, and also
the enhancement in the yield ratios are independent of
event activity and energies. It is interesting to note that
the ratio for CR(1) is consistently smaller than CR(0)
and CR-off. This can be due to the production of lower
mass particles as CR(1) favors formation of shorter mass
strings.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of K∗0/K, φ/K, and
φ/π ratio obtained from Pythia 8 (with CR(1) and RH
on) with the recent ALICE measurements in p−p colli-
sions at

√
s = 7 TeV. The solid circles show the yield

ratios obtained from Pythia 8 while the solid squares
represent the measured data. The values obtained from
Pythia 8 are in good agreement with the measured data
within the uncertainties which indicates that the micro-
scopic processes like rope hadronization and color recon-
nection play an important role in describing the particle
production mechanism at high energies.
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FIG. 1: pT -integrated ratio of (a) K∗0/K, (b) η
′

/π and (c) ρ0/π as a function of number of MPIs for p−p collisions.
(Upper panel) The ratios are compared for two different modes of CR (CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1)) with (and

without) RH in p−p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV. (Middle panel) The ratios are compared for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7

TeV and 13 TeV for CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1) with RH. (Bottom panel) Comparison of ratios for p−p collisions at√
s = 7 TeV and 13 TeV for two other modes namely CR off and CR(0) without RH.

IV. BARYONIC RESONANCES

The particle ratios involving the baryonic resonances
have also been investigated by studying the ∆+/p,
Σ0∗/Λ, Σ0∗/Σ0, and Ξ0∗/Ξ0. Figure 5 (a) and (b) show
the variation of yield ratios of Σ0∗/Σ0 and Σ0∗/Λ with
respect to number of MPIs. It is interesting to observe
the evolution of Σ0∗/Σ0 and Σ0∗/Λ with event activity as
the particles in the denominator have identical quark con-
tent but differ in spin. Σ0 belongs to the isospin triplet
while Λ0 is a singlet. We observe an enhancement in
the ratio of Σ0∗/Σ0 and Σ0∗/Λ with CR(1) but the en-
hancement is more pronounced in case of rope hadroniza-
tion for the former while no visible effect is seen for the
later. This shows that production of baryons belonging
to higher spin multiplet is favored when rope hadroniza-
tion is switched on. This leads to more production of
Σ0∗ compared to Σ0. The effect is not seen for Σ∗0/Λ
as they have differ in spin and isospin. The effect has
no significant dependence on energies as can be clearly
seen in the middle and lower panels of Fig.5 (a) and (b).
Figure 4 (a) shows the ∆+/p ratio as a function of event
activity. ∆+ is an interesting baryon as it has an ex-
tremely short lifetime, it is a non-strange baryon with
higher spin (3/2) and has same quark content as proton.
They differ in mass and spin. The ratio is observed to
increase with event activity when CR(1) is enabled and

rope hadronization has no observable effect on the ratios.
This observed enhancement is in agreement with the ef-
fects of CR(1) as CR(1) produces more baryons of higher
spin. The enabling of rope hadronization has no effect
on enhancement as both the particles are non-strange
particles. Furthermore, Ξ0∗/Ξ0 ratio as shown in Fig-
ure 4 (b) was also investigated as Ξ is a doubly strange
baryon. Both the particles have same quark content but
differ in mass and spin. The effect of CR(1) leads to an
enhancement because of favorable production of higher
spin baryons. Additionally, the color rope formation in-
creases the production of strange quarks and favors the
strange baryon production with higher spin which is re-
sponsible for further enhancement in the ratio with RH.
The collisional energy independence is also observed for
both the ratios as illustrated in middle and lower panels
of Figure 4 (a) and (b).

For all the resonances, both mesonic and baryonic, the
effect of the rope hadronization was also studied without
the mechanism of color reconnections and it has been
observed that it has no effect on the ratios which asserts
that color reconnection plays the most important role in
the observed suppression (or enhancement) of resonance
to non-resonance ratios. The obtained results serve as
a baseline for future measurements and provide an al-
ternate description for suppression (or enhancement) of
resonance to non-resonance ratios based on microscopic
processes active in the partonic domain.
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FIG. 2: pT -integrated ratio of (a) φ/K and (b) φ/π as a function of number of MPIs in p−p collisions. (Upper
panel) The ratios are compared for two different modes of CR (CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1)) with (and without) RH in
p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. (Middle panel) The ratios are compared for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV and 13

TeV for CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1) with RH.(Bottom panel) Comparison of ratios for p−p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV

and 13 TeV for two other modes namely CR off and CR(0) without RH.

V. SUMMARY

The production of resonance particles in p−p collisions
has been studied at

√
s = 7 TeV and 13 TeV using Pythia

8 event generator. The ratio of yield of resonance to non-
resonance particle with similar quark content has been
obtained within the framework of microscopic processes
like color reconnections and rope hadronization. The
ratios for various species of mesonic and baryonic res-
onances are studied as a function of number of MPIs to
study the effect of the considered microscopic processes.
A suppression is observed for mesonic resonance ratios
like K∗0/K, η

′

/π and ρ0/π for high event activity when
the QCD-based color reconnection is enabled. The ob-
servation can be attributed to the formation of shorter

strings which fragment into lower mass particles. The
yield ratios for φ/K and φ/π increases for QCD-based CR
and RH compared to other modes. The production of φ
increases with the production of more strange (and anti-
strange) quarks with color ropes. The model predicts an
enhancement in the yield ratios for baryonic resonances.
The ratios were found to be independent of the collision
energy of the system. These predictions can serve as a
baseline study for future measurements and can be an
alternative explanation of the observed resonance sup-
pression and regeneration based on processes present in
partonic phase.
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FIG. 3: The pT -integrated ratio as a function of
charged particle multiplicity in proton-proton collisions

at 7 TeV [6].
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FIG. 4: pT -integrated ratio of (a) Σ0∗/Σ and (b) Σ0∗/Λ as a function of number of MPIs in p−p collisions. (Upper
panel) The ratios are compared for two different modes of CR (CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1)) with (and without) RH in
p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. (Middle panel) The ratios are compared for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV and 13

TeV for CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1) with RH.(Bottom panel) Comparison of ratios for p−p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV

and 13 TeV for two other modes namely CR-off and CR(0) without RH.
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FIG. 5: pT -integrated ratio of (a) ∆+/p and (b) Ξ0∗/Ξ0 as a function of number of MPIs in p−p collisions. (Upper
panel) The ratios are compared for two different modes of CR (CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1)) with (and without) RH in
p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV. (Middle panel) The ratios are compared for p−p collisions at

√
s = 7 TeV and 13

TeV for CR-off, CR(0) and CR(1) with RH.(Bottom panel) Comparison of ratios for p−p collisions at
√
s = 7 TeV

and 13 TeV for two other modes namely CR off and CR(0) without RH.


